
WARNING : Use only genuine Speakman parts when replacing or repairing components. 
When ordering quote correct part numbers listed. 

SE 927 

Installation, Maintenance and Operating Instructions 

DESCRIPTION 

Bench mounted AERATED LABORATORY  EYE WASH unit. Squeeze handle stay open
activation valve with dual aerated eye wash heads. Supplied with 1.8mt hose & Eye Wash sign. 
Manufactured to comply with Australian Standard AS 4775-2007. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

EYE WASH   Aerated, Dual Stream 

VALVE 10mm Chrome Plated Brass 

ACTIVATOR Squeeze Handle 

INSTALLATION 

After unpacking carton, ensure all components are present. Mark out the desired position on the 
bench top (that has a maximum thickness of 57mm). Drill a 25mm - 30mm hole. Mount the unit to 
the bench top using the hardware supplied. Connect water supply to the unit. Turn water
supply on and assure all connections are water tight. Activate the unit and allow to flow for   
30 seconds to flush line of any impurities. 
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FLOW DATA 

FLOW RATE:     (LPM):     12 

SPECIFICATIONS 

The Australian AS4775 and ANSI 358.1) states that all safety equipment shall be activated on a 
weekly basis to flush the line and verify proper operation. All units furnishes a testing tag with 
each unit. On this tag the date of the inspection and the inspectors initials should be noted. 
NOTE : This unit should be connected to an uninterrupted source of potable water, no less than 
15mm (1/2"), with a minimum flowing pressure of 130KPa and a maximum static pressure
of 860 KPa. 

OPERATION 

The eye wash is activated by squeezing the activation handle This allows the stay open pin to 
drop so the unit is now hands free operation. . The unit will operate until the activation handle is 
squeezed so the stay open pin can be lifted, release the handle to turn off the unit.  

70mm Flange 

50mm Under 
Bench Flange 25mm Thread 

Wall Mount Bracket 
sold separately 



SPARE PARTS LIST 

MAINTENANCE 

Maintenance should be carried out weekly and yearly as detailed in the schedule. Should you 
need to repair this unit, please reference the spare parts list for correct part numbers. Before any 
maintenance is done be sure the water supply is shut off. 

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE 

WEEKLY Activate eyewash unit using push handle 

Allow water to flow for 30 seconds to flush line. 
Ensure water flows evenly from both outlets.   
Ensure water is clean. 

YEARLY Ensure unit complies with AS 4775 –2007 

No        Description       Part No.     
1. Aerator Screen & Cap RPG05 1177 

2. Yellow Flip Cap Dust Cover 07 0104 

3. Aerated Nozzle Head Ass G38 0415  

4. Bull Horn Tee & Nozzles G24 0110   parts 3 & 4   
5. Squeeze Handle & Valve RPG20 1742 

6. Deck Flange, Nut SE  DECKFL 

7. 1.8m Hose Assembly G63 0064  

8. Wall Mount Bracket S/Steel SE 927BRK  

Installation, Maintenance and Operating Instructions 

WARNING : Use only genuine Speakman parts when replacing or repairing components. 
When ordering quote correct part numbers listed. 
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RPG05 1177 Aerator Screens & Caps 

Sold in a packet of 6 

8 

Complete Eye Wash Assembly 

Optional Wall Mount Bracket 
Not supplied  

With the SE 927 

Eye Wash Sign 125 x 245mm—Supplied 

3 

1 

Wall Mount Bracket 
sold separately 


